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Abstract—Energy efficiency is a key requirement in the design
of wireless sensor networks. While most theoretical studies only
account for the energy requirements of communication, the
sensing process, which includes measurements and compression,
can also consume comparable energy. In this paper, the problem
of sensing and communicating parallel sources is studied by
accounting for the cost of both communication and sensing. In
the first formulation of the problem, the sensor has a separate
energy budget for sensing and a rate budget for communication,
while, in the second, it has a single energy budget for both tasks.
Furthermore, in the second problem, each source has its own
associated channel. Assuming that sources with larger variances
have lower sensing costs, the optimal allocation of sensing energy
and rate that minimizes the overall distortion is derived for the
first problem. Moreover, structural results on the solution of
the second problem are derived under the assumption that the
sources with larger variances are transmitted on channels with
lower noise. Closed-form solutions are also obtained for the case
where the energy budget is sufficiently large. For an arbitrary
order on the variances and costs, the optimal solution to the first
problem is also obtained numerically and compared with several
suboptimal strategies.

Index Terms—Wireless sensor networks, energy-efficient com-
munication, quantization, rate-distortion theory.

I. INTRODUCTION

SENSOR networks consisting of battery-limited nodes need
to be operated in an energy-efficient manner in order

to attain a satisfactory lifetime. The energy consumption of
a sensor device is due mostly to the tasks of sensing and
communication. The sensing component consumes energy in
the process of digitizing the information sources of interest
through a cascade of acquisition, sampling, quantization and
compression, while the communication component spends
power to operate the transmit circuitry and the power amplifier.
It is known that the overall energy spent for compression
is generally comparable to that used for communication and
that a joint design of compression and transmission is critical
to improve the energy efficiency [1][2]. We refer to the
energy cost associated with measurements and compression
of sources as “sensing cost”.
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A. Contributions

In this paper, we consider an integrated sensor device
consisting of multiple sensor interfaces [3] that can simul-
taneously measure multiple information sources, as illustrated
in Fig. 1. Being part of the same device, the sensor interfaces
share the same overall resource budget. Moreover, since the
sensor interfaces have distinct hardwares and sensitivities, we
assume that the sensing costs of different sources are generally
different. Finally, for tractability, we model the sensing cost
of a given source as being constant per source sample.

With sensing costs present, we aim at optimizing the
resource (energy or rate) allocation for the integrated sensor
of Fig. 1 so as to minimize the overall mean squared error
distortion of the reconstruction of all the sources at the
destination. We consider two types of resource constraints. In
the first, the sensor has a given energy budget used for sensing
and a separate rate constraint for communication (separate
sensing/communication). In the second, the sensor has an
overall energy budget which is to be spent for both sensing and
communication (joint sensing/communication). Moreover, in
the joint sensing/communication scenario, the sensed sources
are assumed to be transmitted over orthogonal additive white
Gaussian channels with different noise variances. This set-up
can model a scenario in which different sensor interfaces of the
integrated device are used at different times and, to avoid delay
and buffer overflow, the measurements are transmitted over a
time-varying channel to the destination as they are measured.

For the separate sensing/communication problem, we obtain
a closed-form solution for the case where the sources with
larger variances have lower sensing costs. This corresponds to
a situation when sources with lower variances might require
more energy-consuming sensor interfaces with higher sensi-
tivity for sensing. When the source variances and the sensing
costs are arbitrarily ordered, the optimal solution is obtained
using numerical methods and is compared with several subop-
timal strategies. For the joint sensing/communication problem,
assuming that sources with larger variances not only have
lower sensing costs, but also are transmitted over channels
with lower noise variances, we obtain structural results on the
optimal solution. Moreover, a closed-form solution is obtained
for sufficiently large energy budgets.

B. Related Work

The joint design of compression and transmission param-
eters for energy efficiency has been investigated through the
proposal of various algorithms for static scenarios in [4] [5]
and for dynamic scenarios in [6] [7]. In particular, references
[6] and [7] proposed on-line algorithms that are able to choose
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among a finite number of compression options with different
energy costs. Using Lyapunov optimization techniques, such
algorithms can perform arbitrarily close to the minimal power
expenditure for a given average distortion with an explicit
trade-off in average delay. In [8], for wireless video sensors,
an analytical model that characterizes the relationship between
power consumption of a video encoder and the rate-distortion
performance was developed. More recently, the problem of
energy allocation over sensing and communication has been
investigated for energy-harvesting sensors in [9]. Finally, the
model for the per-sample sensing cost in this paper is anal-
ogous to the per channel use processing cost used in [10]
to account for the transmitter processing power consumed
by a wireless device. We remark that, in [10], when the
processing energy cost is not negligible, it is no longer optimal
to transmit continuously, but, instead, bursty transmission
becomes advantageous in terms of the achievable rate.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we formulate the problems of interest. Then, Section III first
derives the analytical optimal solution to the separate sens-
ing/communication problem when the source variance and the
sensing cost are ordered, and then addresses the same problem
in the case of arbitrary parameters. In Section IV, the structure
of the optimal solution to the joint sensing/communication
problem is analyzed for the ordered case. Finally, we make
some concluding remarks in Section V.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

We consider a system in which a sensor measures Q inde-
pendent parallel Gaussian sources and communicates them to a
single destination as shown in Fig. 1. The ith source consists
of n independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) samples
with variance σ2

i , i = 1, ..., Q. We assume that measuring each
sample of the ith source entails a given sensing cost εS,i joules
per source sample, which takes into account the energy spent
for acquisition, sampling, quantization and compression. Note
that, more generally, the energy costs associated with quantiza-
tion and compression may depend on the compression rate and
the target distortion level, as discussed in [9]. We do not pursue
this more general model here for simplicity. We are interested
in minimizing the overall average distortion D of the reproduc-
tion of the sources at the destination. We consider two related
problems. In the first (separate sensing/communication), we
assume that the sensor has two resource budgets, an energy
budget for sensing and a rate budget for communication. In the
second (joint sensing/communication), instead, we consider
the problem of allocating energy between the tasks of sensing
and communications. Note that the second problem is in fact
dual to that of minimizing the total energy consumed by the
sensor subject to a given constraint on the allowed distortion
level.

A. Separate Sensing/Communication of Parallel Sources

For the separate sensing/communication problem, we as-
sume the sensor has an energy budget E to be used exclusively
for sensing of the Q sources, and a total rate R that can be allo-
cated for communication. Both E and R are normalized by n
so that E is the energy budget per source sample and similarly

Fig. 1. Illustration of an integrated sensor device with multiple sensor
interfaces sharing the same resource budget.

for R. When E and R are limited, it might not be optimal,
or possible, to sense all the samples from all the sources. We
assume instead that the sensor measures a fraction θS,i, with
0 ≤ θS,i ≤ 1, of samples from the ith source, and then sends
a compressed version of them with rate Ri (Ri ≥ 0). Given
the above, the mean square error (MSE) of the reconstruction
for the ith source can be obtained as Di = σ2

i f(θS,i, Ri),
where f(θS,i, Ri) = (1 − θS,i) + θS,i2

−2Ri/θS,i if θS,i > 0,
and f(θS,i, Ri) = 1 if θS,i = 0 [11].

We define the sampling fraction vector and rate allocation
vector as θS = [θS,1 ... θS,Q]

T and R = [R1 ... RQ]
T ,

respectively. The problem of minimizing the total MSE is
given by

min
θS ,R

D(θS ,R) =

Q∑
i=1

σ2
i f(θS,i, Ri), (1)

subject to the sensing energy constraint
∑Q

i=1 θS,iεS,i ≤ E

and the rate constraint
∑Q

i=1 Ri ≤ R.

B. Joint Sensing/Communication of Parallel Sources

For the joint sensing/communication problem, the commu-
nication link is modeled as a collection of Q orthogonal chan-
nels. We assume that the compressed version of the sensed
samples from the ith source (1 ≤ i ≤ Q) are transmitted over
the ith channel, which is an independent complex Gaussian
noise channel with noise variance Ni. Each channel consists
of nτ channel uses, where τ is the channel-source bandwidth
ratio for each source-channel pair. It is also assumed that the
sensor has a joint energy constraint B on the sensing and
communication components. Similar to E and R in Section II-
A, the energy B is normalized by n as well. The sensor
measures a fraction θS,i of the samples of the ith source, and
transmits the corresponding compressed samples with power
Pi over the ith channel. Since the compression rate for each
sensed sample of the ith source is given by (τ/θS,i) log2(1+
Pi/Ni), the MSE of the reproduction of the ith source at
the destination can be obtained as Di = σ2

i h(θS,i, Pi), where
h(θS,i, Pi) = (1− θS,i)+ θS,i(1+Pi/Ni)

−2τ/θS,i if θS,i > 0,
and h(θS,i, Pi) = 1 if θS,i = 0.

We define the power allocation vector as P = [P1 ... PQ]
T .

The problem of minimizing the overall MSE is then given by

min
θS ,P

D(θS ,P) =

Q∑
i=1

σ2
i h(θS,i, Pi), (2)

subject to the overall energy budget constraint
∑Q

i=1 θS,iεS,i+
τPi ≤ B.
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Remark 1: For the joint sensing/communication problem,
if we have separate energy constraints on sensing of the Q
sources and on communication over the Q channels, and if
we allow the compressed version of the sensed samples from
all sources to be transmitted across all parallel channels, then
the problem reduces to the separate sensing/communication
problem with rate R given by the capacity of the channel
made of the Q parallel AWGN links subject to the transmit
power constraint. Note that this capacity is obtained by water-
filling [11].

Remark 2: The above formulations can be extended to a
more general case in which the destination wishes to minimize
the weighted MSE distortion, i.e., the objective function is∑Q

i=1 wiσ
2
i f(θS,i, Ri) in (1) or

∑Q
i=1 wiσ

2
i h(θS,i, Pi) in (2),

where wi > 0 is the weight for source i, with i = 1, 2, ..., Q.
The weight can in general account for the source priority. In
this case, it is easy to see that it is enough to modify the vari-
ance of source i as wiσ

2
i in order to convert the weighted MSE

criterion to the standard MSE criterion considered throughout
the paper. Hence, all solutions developed henceforth apply to
weighted MSE distortion as well.

III. SEPARATE SENSING AND COMMUNICATION

This section considers the separate sensing/communication
problem described in Section II-A. To facilitate the analysis,
we divide the Q Gaussian sources into K classes with class
k (1 ≤ k ≤ K) containing qk sources with the same variance
σ2
k. Without loss of generality, the variances are in descending

order, i.e., σ2
1 > σ2

2 > ... > σ2
K . Since each class can contain

an arbitrary number qk of sources, we have strict inequalities
among the variances. It is also assumed that sources in class
k have the same sensing cost εS,k. In the following, we first
analyze the optimal solution for the case when the sensing
costs of K classes are also ordered and then discuss the more
general case.

A. The Ordered Variance/Cost Case

In this subsection, we assume that sources with larger vari-
ances have lower sensing costs, i.e., εS,1 ≤ ... ≤ εS,K . Such
an order would be valid if more energy-consuming sensor
interfaces with higher sensitivities are required to measure
sources with lower variances. Note that, while for the general
case, the problem in (1) can be shown to be convex, there is
no closed-form solution, as will be discussed later. Focusing
on the ordered case as described above allows us to obtain an
analytical expression for the optimal solution and gain insights
into the problem. By the convexity of function D(θS ,R), it
is easy to see that we can assume the same fraction θS,k and
rate Rk are assigned to each source in the kth class1.

For convenience, we divide the range of the energy E into
a sequence of intervals E1 = (e0, e1], E2 = (e1, e2],..., EK =
(eK−1, eK), where e0 = 0, eK = +∞ and em =

∑m
i=1 qiεS,i

for 1 ≤ m ≤ K − 1, and divide the range of rate R into a

1In fact, fixing all other parameters, function D(θS ,R) is Schur-convex
with respect to the fractions of samples and the rates assigned to the sources
in a class. Therefore, an equal fraction and rate allocation is optimal (see,
e.g., [12]).

sequence of intervals R1 = (r0, r1], R2 = (r1, r2],..., RK =
(rK−1, rK), where r0 = 0, rK = +∞ and

rl =
1

2

l∑
j=1

qj log2

(
σ2
j

σ2
l+1

)
, 1 ≤ l ≤ K − 1. (3)

Proposition 1: For K ≥ 2, assuming σ2
1 > ... > σ2

K and
εS,1 ≤ ... ≤ εS,K , the optimal solution for the separate sensing
and communication problem in Section II-A is obtained as
follows. Given E ∈ Em for some 1 ≤ m ≤ K ,

1) If R ∈ Rl for some integer l with 1 ≤ l ≤ m−1, then it
is optimal to fully sample the first l classes of sources,
i.e., θ∗S,k = 1 for 1 ≤ k ≤ l, and to allocate rates as

R∗
k =

1∑l
j=1 qj

⎛
⎝R+

1

2

l∑
j=1,j �=k

qj log2

(
σ2
k

σ2
j

)⎞⎠ ,

(4)
where 1 ≤ k ≤ l. Moreover, there is no need to sense
the remaining K − l classes of sources, i.e., θ∗S,k = 0
and R∗

k = 0, for l + 1 ≤ k ≤ K .
2) If instead R > rm−1 (or R ∈ ⋃

l≥m Rl), then it is
optimal to sample the first m−1 classes of sources fully,
i.e., θ∗S,k = 1 for 1 ≤ k ≤ m− 1, and the mth class for
a fraction θ∗S,m = min((E − em−1)/(qmεS,m), 1), and
to allocate rates as

R∗
k =

θ∗S,k∑m
j=1 qjθ

∗
S,j

⎛
⎝R +

1

2

m∑
j=1,j �=k

qjθ
∗
S,j log2

(
σ2
k

σ2
j

)⎞⎠ ,

(5)
where 1 ≤ k ≤ m. Moreover, there is no need to sense
the remaining K −m classes of sources, i.e., θ∗S,k = 0
and R∗

k = 0 for m+ 1 ≤ k ≤ K .
Proof: The proof is based on solving the KKT conditions

but special care must be taken since the objective function in
(1) is not continuously differentiable in the entire feasible set.
Details of the proof are provided in Appendix A.

In the zero sensing cost case, i.e., with εS,1 = ... = εS,K =
0, we have E ∈ EK = (0,+∞), i.e., m = K in Proposition
1. Hence, we have the following corollary.

Corollary 1: If εS,1 = ... = εS,K = 0, the optimal solution
is as follows: If R ∈ Rl for some integer l with 1 ≤ l ≤ K ,
then it is optimal to fully sample the first l classes of sources,
i.e., θ∗S,k = 1 for 1 ≤ k ≤ l, and to set θ∗S,k = 0 for l + 1 ≤
k ≤ K , with rates R∗

k as in (4) for 1 ≤ k ≤ l and R∗
k = 0 for

l + 1 ≤ k ≤ K .
Remark 3: If energy E and rate R are such that conditions

in Case 1 of Proposition 1 are satisfied, the optimal solution
is not unique. This is because an amount E − el of energy is
left after fully sampling of the first l classes that can be used
to sense the remaining K− l classes. In fact, the solution will
remain to be optimal, if, instead of setting θ∗S,l+1, ..., θ

∗
S,K all

to be zero, we set them to any values such that 0 ≤ θ∗S,k ≤ 1,

l + 1 ≤ k ≤ K and
∑K

k=l+1 qkθ
∗
S,kεS,k ≤ E − el. The same

discussion applies to Corollary 1.
Before we discuss the solution given in Proposition 1,

we revisit the classical reverse water-filling approach, which
solves the separate sensing and communication problem in
(1) in the case of zero sensing costs as in Corollary 1. The
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interpretation below will also be useful in understanding the
solution to the joint sensing and communication problem in
Section V. With zero sensing costs, as stated in Corollary 1,
the solution only depends on rate R. Moreover, the solution
to (1) is obtained by solving the dual problem [13] [14]

min
Rk≥0

(
σ2
k2

−2Rk + αRk

)
, (6)

for each class k where α is the Lagrangian multiplier (or
“rate price”) to be selected such that the total rate constraint∑K

k=1 qkRk = R is satisfied. Note that we can write

σ2
k2

−2Rk =

∫ Rk

0

(−2 ln 2)σ2
k2

−2rdr + σ2
k, (7)

so that the problem in (6) can be recast as

min
Rk≥0

∫ Rk

0

(α− (2 ln 2)σ2
k2

−2r)dr = min
Rk≥0

∫ Rk

0

wk(r)dr,

(8)
where we have defined wk(r) as wk(r) = α− (2 ln 2)σ2

k2
−2r

and neglected the constant term σ2
k . The product wk(r)dr

can thus be interpreted as the marginal cost (rate price minus
reduction in distortion) of adding an additional rate dr when
the currently assigned rate is r. For a given rate price α, the
solution of problem (8) (and hence (6)) for any class k with
wk(0) < 0 is to increase the rate progressively until wk(r)
becomes zero. The corresponding optimal rate is

R∗
k =

(
1

2
log2

(
(2 ln 2)σ2

k

α

))+

, (9)

where (·)+ denotes max(·, 0). Note that if the source variance
is sufficiently small so that wk(0) ≥ 0, then no rate is assigned
to the source at all. To obtain the optimal Lagrange multiplier
α in (9), we invoke the rate constraint

∑K
k=1 qkRk = R. It

can be easily seen that, the optimal rate R∗
k in (9) is positive

only for the l classes of sources with the largest variances,
where l is such that R ∈ Rl and, moreover, R∗

k can also be
expressed as in (4) (see Appendix A).

Proposition 1 states that, when the sensing costs are taken
into account, the optimal solution in the ordered case entails
sensing sources with the highest variances and then optimally
allocating rates among the sensed sources using either the
reverse water-filling procedure or a variation of it. Specifically,
in case 1 of Proposition 1, that is, if E ∈ Em with 1 ≤ m ≤ K
and R ∈ Rl with 1 ≤ l ≤ m− 1, the first l classes of sources
are fully sensed and compression rates are assigned according
to the classic reverse water-filling solution. Note that in this
case, even though there is enough energy to sample more than
l sources, given the rate constraint, the optimal rate allocation
only assigns positive rate to the first l classes. Instead, in case
2 of Proposition 1, i.e., if E ∈ Em and R > rm−1, it is optimal
to fully sample the first m − 1 classes of sources, while the
sources in the mth class are sampled only partially using the
remaining energy. For the mth class, the optimal sampling
fraction is equal to θ∗S,m = min((E − em−1)/(qmεS,m), 1),
and the optimal rate is obtained, for a fixed rate price α, by
solving the dual problem

min
Rm≥0

(
θ∗S,mσ2

m2
− 2Rm

θ∗
S,m + αRm

)
. (10)

1              2              3              4              5

2
1σ

2
2σ

2
3σ

)( *
4

2
4 D=σ

)( *
5

2
5 D=σ

*
1D

*
2D *

3D̂

Index of source

Source 
Variance

Fig. 2. Illustration of the optimal solution for case 2 of Proposition 1,
where K = 5, qk = 1 for k = 1, ..., 5 and E and R are chosen to satisfy
e2 < E < e3 and R > r4.

Therefore, the marginal cost becomes wm(r)dr with wm(r) =

α − (2 ln 2)σ2
m2

− 2r
θ∗
S,m and the optimal rate allocation R∗

m is
given by

R∗
m =

(
θ∗S,m
2

log2

(
(2 ln 2)σ2

m

α

))+

. (11)

Comparing with (9), it is seen that rate assigned to each source
in class m is scaled by the fraction θ∗S,m. Moreover, from (1),
the distortion attained for each source in class m is given
by θ∗S,mD̂∗

m + (1 − θ∗S,m)σ2
m, where D̂∗

m = σ2
m2−2R∗

m/θ∗
S,m

is the normalized distortion for the sampled fraction of the
source, while σ2

m(1−θ∗S,m) corresponds to the total distortion
of the non-sampled fraction. By imposing the rate constraint∑K

k=1 qkRk = R, as done above for the conventional reverse
water-filling solution, we obtain (5) (see Appendix A).

We pictorially illustrate the solution for case 2 of Propo-
sition 1 in Fig. 2, where we assume K = 5 and qk = 1,
k = 1, ..., 5. In this example, the energy E and the rate
R are assumed to satisfy e2 < E < e3 and R > r4.
Thus, it is optimal to have source 1 and source 2 both
fully sampled and have source 3 only partially sampled for
a fraction θ∗S,3 = (E− e2)/εS,3. The first two sources and the
sampled fraction of source 3 are all described with the same
distortion, i.e., D∗

1 = D∗
2 = D̂∗

3 = α/(2 ln 2), where we recall
that D̂∗

3 is the average distortion only for the sampled fraction
of source 3. The rate price α is set such that the sum constraint
R∗

1+R∗
2+R∗

3 = R is satisfied. Since source 4 and source 5 are
not sampled at all, they are assigned zero rates and thus the
corresponding distortions are equal to their variances. Recall
that in the zero sensing cost case, all the five sources are fully
sampled and since R > r4, all of them are described with
the same per-source distortion, i.e., D∗

1 = D∗
2 = ... = D∗

5 .
Moreover, such per-source distortion (and thus the optimal rate
price α) would be larger than in the case of nonzero sensing
costs shown in Fig. 2, although the overall distortion in (1)
would be smaller.
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B. The General Case

This subsection discusses the solution to the separate sens-
ing/communication problem when the sensing costs εS,k are
arbitrary. In this case, while the problem in (1) is still convex,
it appears prohibitive to obtain an analytical solution. There-
fore, we resort to numerical methods. For non-differentiable
objective functions, such as (1), common convex optimization
methods [14], like gradient descent and Newton’s strategies,
either do not apply or fail to converge. To avoid the non-
differentiability of D(θS ,R) at points with θS,k = 0, we as-
sume that a fraction at least δ > 0 for each source is sampled,
where δ is a small positive real number. The optimization
problem remains the same as in (1) except that constraint
0 ≤ θS,k ≤ 1 is replaced with δ ≤ θS,k ≤ 1 for 1 ≤ k ≤ K .
With such a modification, function D(θS ,R) becomes not
only convex but also continuously differentiable over the new
constraint set. The optimal solution to the modified problem,
which can approximate that of the original problem in (1)
well when δ is made small, can be obtained numerically using
common convex optimization methods.

Fig. 3 plots the minimum distortion as a function of the
energy budget E when there are two classes of Gaussian
sources with one source in each class, i.e., K = 2 and
q1 = q2 = 1. The parameters are chosen as R = 1, σ2

1 = 2,
σ2
2 = 1, εS,1 = 3 and εS,2 = 1. For the given parameters,

unlike the assumptions of Proposition 1, source 1 has both
larger variance and a higher sensing cost than source 2.
For comparison, we consider the following two suboptimal
schemes: 1) Lower Cost First (LCF): sources are sampled
starting from the one with lower cost, i.e., source 2, so that
source 1 is sampled only when there is additional energy left
after source 2 is fully sampled. The available rate R is then
split among the sensed sources using the variant of the reverse
water-filling solution discussed in the previous subsection that
accounts for the fact that sources may be partially sampled
(recall (11)); 2) Equal Sampling Fraction (ESF): the energy
constraint is ignored at first and the total rate R is allocated
to the sources using the classic reverse water-filling solution.
The available energy is then used to sample an equal fraction
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Fig. 4. Optimal sampling fractions θ∗
S for R = 1, q1 = q2 = 1, εS,1 = 3,

εS,2 = 1, σ2
1 = 2 and σ2

2 = 1.

from the sources that have received positive rate by the reverse
water-filling procedure. Finally, with the sampling fraction
of each source known, the rate R is re-distributed among
the sensed sources using the variant of reverse water-filling
discussed in the previous subsection.

Fig. 3 shows that, when E grows beyond q1εS,1+ q2εS,2 =
4, the distortion cannot be further reduced since both sources
are fully sampled. Moreover, LCF is optimal for small energy
budgets E but becomes strictly suboptimal when E grows
larger than 1.1. In this regime, ESF tends to perform better.
To gain more insight into this result, the optimal θ∗S is plotted
in Fig. 4. As shown in Fig. 4, when E is smaller than 0.9, all
the energy is dedicated to sensing class 2. This implies that for
small energy budgets E, sensing cost is the dominant factor in
determining how energy is allocated for sensing. Instead, for
E larger than 1.6, a larger fraction from class 1 is sampled than
from class 2, which suggests that, as E increases, the variance
gradually becomes a more influential factor in determining
the optimal sampling fractions. This explains why ESF can
outperform LCF for sufficiently large E.

IV. JOINT SENSING AND COMMUNICATION: THE

ORDERED VARIANCE/COST/NOISE CASE

In Section III-A, we investigated the optimal solution to
the separate sensing and communication problem in (1) when
source variances and sensing costs are ordered. In this section,
we analyze the joint sensing/communication problem in (2)
when the source variances, the sensing costs and the channel
noise variances are ordered. Similar to Section III-A, we divide
the Q parallel source-channel pairs into K classes, with class k
having qk pairs, where 1 ≤ k ≤ K . It is assumed that, in class
k, the sources have the same variance σ2

k and the channels
have the same noise variance Nk. Following Section III-A,
we assume the source variances and the sensing costs satisfy
σ2
1 > ... > σ2

K and εS,1 ≤ ... ≤ εS,K , respectively. It is also
assumed that the channel noise variances satisfy N1 ≤ ... ≤
NK . While for the general case, the problem in (2) can be
shown to be convex, similar to the problem in (1) as discussed
in Section III-B, there is no closed form solution. However,
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for the ordered case described above, finding an analytical
solution in closed form is possible under certain conditions.
Similar to Section III-A, it can be readily shown that it is
optimal to allocate the same sampling fraction θS,k and the
same transmit power Pk to all source-channel pairs in class
k.

For convenience, we divide the range of B to a sequence of
intervals: B1 = (b0, b1], B2 = (b1, b2],..., BK = (bK−1, bK),
where b0 = 0, bK = +∞, and

bi = τ

i∑
j=1

qjNj

⎛
⎝
(
σ2
jNi+1

σ2
i+1Nj

) 1
2τ+1

− 1

⎞
⎠ , 1 ≤ i ≤ K − 1.

(12)
We now first summarize the solution of (2) in the special

case of zero sensing costs, i.e., when εS,k = 0 for all 1 ≤ k ≤
K . In this case, we can sample all the sources fully, i.e, we
set θS,k = 1 for all 1 ≤ k ≤ K , without loss of optimality.
With zero sensing costs, a similar power allocation problem
was studied in [15] for a more general setup, where either
the sources or the channel noises are allowed to be arbitrarily
correlated and their variances are not necessarily ordered.

Lemma 1: For K ≥ 2, assuming σ2
1 > ... > σ2

K , N1 ≤
... ≤ NK and εS,1 = ... = εS,K = 0, if B ∈ Bm for some
1 ≤ m ≤ K , then it is optimal to assign positive transmit
powers only to the first m classes of source-channel pairs as

P ∗
k =

B + τ
∑m

j=1,j �=k qjNj

(
1−

(
σ2
jNk

σ2
kNj

) 1
2τ+1

)

τ
∑m

j=1 qj

(
σ2
jN

2τ
j

σ2
kN

2τ
k

) 1
2τ+1

, (13)

where 1 ≤ k ≤ m, and to assign zero power to the remaining
classes, i.e., P ∗

k = 0, for m+ 1 ≤ k ≤ K .
Proof: With θS,1 = ... = θS,K = 1, the optimization of

powers P in (2) is convex and can be easily performed using
the standard Lagrangian approach (see also discussion below).

To interpret the solution in Lemma 1, we observe, similar
to Section III, the optimal power allocation can be obtained
by solving the dual problem

min
Pk≥0

(
σ2
k

(
1 +

Pk

Nk

)−2τ

+ βτPk

)
, (14)

for each class k, where β is the Lagrangian multiplier (or
“power price”) to be selected such that

∑K
k=1 qkτPk = B is

satisfied. It can be seen that the solution to this problem is
given by

P ∗
k =

(
β− 1

2τ+1 (2σ2
kN

2τ
k )

1
2τ+1 −Nk

)+
, (15)

and that the corresponding achieved distortion for each of the
m classes that are assigned with a positive transmit power is
given by

D∗
k = σ2

k

(
1 +

P ∗
k

Nk

)−2τ

=

(
β

2

) 2τ
2τ+1

(σ2
kN

2τ
k )

1
2τ+1 , (16)

for 1 ≤ k ≤ m, where m is such that B ∈ Bm. It is
interesting to note that, in general, unlike the reverse water-
filling solution, all the source-channel pairs that are allocated
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Fig. 5. Illustration of the optimal solution in Lemma 1 when K = 5,
qk = 1, k = 1, ...,5, and B ∈ B3. For the first three sources, the optimal

distortion level D∗
k is proportional to (σ2

kN
2τ
k )

1
2τ+1 , for 1 ≤ k ≤ 3. The

last two sources are assigned a zero rate and thus their distortion levels are
equal to the source variances.

positive powers (or positive rates for reverse water-filling) are
not assigned the same distortion level in the joint sensing
and communication problem considered here. Instead, the
distortion level is proportional to (σ2

kN
2τ
k )

1
2τ+1 . This shows

that only in the special case of σ2
kN

2τ
k equal to a constant

for all 1 ≤ k ≤ m, all the source-channel pairs with positive
powers have the same distortion. Fig. 5 illustrates an example
for K = 5 and qk = 1, 1 ≤ k ≤ 5 with B ∈ B3.

In the case of nonzero sensing costs, it is difficult to obtain
an analytical characterization even in the ordered case. Below,
we first summarize some structural properties of the optimal
solution and then characterize the solution when the energy
budget B is sufficiently large.

Proposition 2: For K ≥ 2, assuming σ2
1 > ... > σ2

K , 0 <
εS,1 ≤ ... ≤ εS,K and N1 ≤ ... ≤ NK , it is optimal to sense
and transmit only the first m source classes, for some m with
1 ≤ m ≤ K depending on the energy budget B. Moreover,
for the sensed m classes, the sampling fractions satisfy 0 <
θ∗S,m ≤ ... ≤ θ∗S,1 ≤ 1, with θ∗S,i = θ∗S,j (1 ≤ i < j ≤ m)
only when both are 1.

Proof: The structural results on the optimal solution
are obtained using the KKT conditions. As in the proof of
Proposition 1, special care must be taken since the objective
function in (2) is not continuously differentiable in the entire
feasible set. See Appendix B for details.

Proposition 2 suggests that the sources with larger variances
are sampled for a fraction greater than or equal to that
of the sources with smaller variances. However, unlike the
separate sensing/communication scenario, the sources with
larger variances do not need to be fully sampled before the
sources with smaller variances are sampled.

We next characterize the optimal solution for the special
case when B is sufficiently large so that all sources can be
fully sensed. We also compute the minimum energy budget
that guarantees this. To this end, let us define the set B̄ as
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B̄ =
[
b̄,+∞), where b̄ is the solution to the equation

σ2
K

εS,K

(
1−

(
1 +

P̄K

NK

)−2τ [
1 + 2τ ln

(
1 +

P̄K

NK

)])

=

(
τ
∑K

j=1 qj(2σ
2
jN

2τ
j )

1
2τ+1

b̄−∑K
j=1 qj(εS,j − τNj)

)2τ+1

, (17)

with

P̄K =
b̄− bK−1 −

∑K
j=1 qjεS,j

τ
∑K

j=1 qj

(
σ2
jN

2τ
j

σ2
KN2τ

K

) 1
2τ+1

. (18)

Note that with b̄ ≥ bK−1 +
∑K

j=1 qjεS,j, the solution to (17)
is unique, since over this range, the left side of (17) is a
strictly increasing function of b̄, while the right side is a strictly
decreasing function of b̄.

Proposition 3: For K ≥ 2, assuming σ2
1 > ... > σ2

K , 0 <
εS,1 ≤ ... ≤ εS,K and N1 ≤ ... ≤ NK , if B ∈ B̄, it is
optimal to fully sample all the K classes of sources, i.e., to
set θ∗S,k = 1 for all 1 ≤ k ≤ K and to select transmit powers
P∗ as

P ∗
k =

B −∑K
j=1 qjεS,j + τ

∑K
j=1,
j �=k

qjNj

[
1−

(
σ2
jNk

σ2
k
Nj

) 1
2τ+1

]

τ
∑K

j=1 qj

(
σ2
jN

2τ
j

σ2
kN

2τ
k

) 1
2τ+1

,

(19)
where 1 ≤ k ≤ K .

Proof: The proof is based on that of Proposition 2 and
is provided in Appendix C.

Proposition 3 states that, if the energy budget is larger than
the threshold b̄, then it is optimal to fully sample all the sources
and to allocate power as for the case with no sensing costs
(see (13)) but with energy budget discounted by the energy
needed for sensing (i.e., with energy B − ∑K

j=1 qjεS,j). It
is interesting to note that the threshold b̄ is strictly larger
than bK−1 +

∑K
j=1 qjεS,j . We recall that bK−1 is the energy

threshold above which it is optimal to assign positive powers
to all K classes of source-channel pairs in the zero sensing
cost case, while

∑K
j=1 qjεS,j is the total sensing energy

needed to sense all the sources.

Fig. 6 shows the optimal sampling fractions for the joint
sensing/communication problem as a function of energy bud-
get B when parameters are chosen as q1 = q2 = 1, σ2

1 = 1.25,
σ2
2 = 1, εS,1 = εS,2 = 1 and N1 = N2 = 4. The

results are obtained via numerical methods [13]. It can be
seen from Fig. 6, for any B, θ∗1 is greater than or equal to
θ∗2 , which is consistent with the optimal structure derived in
Proposition 2. Moreover, when 2 < B < 3, both sources are
partially sampled, which is not encountered in the optimal
solution of the separate sensing and communication problem
of Section III. As B grows beyond 6, both classes are fully
sampled. This threshold corresponds to threshold b̄ in (17) with
K = 2 and is strictly larger than b1+ q1εS,1+ q2εS,2 = 2.3. It
can be observed from Fig. 6 that, if 2.3 < B < 6, the optimal
solution entails partial sampling of at least source 2 which has
the lower variance. In this case, fully sampling both sources
is strictly suboptimal.
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Fig. 6. Optimal sampling fractions θS for q1 = q2 = 1, σ2
1 = 1.25,

σ2
2 = 1, εS,1 = εS,2 = 1 and N1 = N2 = 4.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we studied an energy-constrained integrated
sensor system that has a constant sensing energy cost per
source sample and we investigated the impact of the sensing
energy cost on the end-to-end distortion of parallel Gaussian
sources. We formulated a distortion minimization problem
with either separate constraints on the sensing energy budget
and on the communication rates, or a joint constraint on the
energy budget for both sensing and transmission. For both
problems, we studied the special case in which sources with
larger variances have lower sensing costs. We showed that,
for the separate sensing/communication problem, the optimal
strategy is to sense the sources starting from the one with the
largest variance and to allocate the communication rate using
reverse water-filling, or a variant of it, on the sensed sources.
Moreover, for the joint sensing/communication problem, it is
generally optimal to sense, possibly partially, only a subset
of the sources with the largest variances and to allocate the
transmit powers among their respective channels. When the
source variances and the sensing costs are arbitrarily ordered,
the optimal solution is obtained numerically for the first
problem and compared with several suboptimal strategies.
Future work includes extension of the analysis presented here
to the case of an energy neutral sensor system with energy-
harvesting capabilities[16]. It is also of practical interest to
consider more accurate models for the sensing energy cost
that, for instance, account for energy costs that depend on the
compression rate and the target distortion level (see, e.g., [9]).

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1

A. Overview of the Proof

We first note that the objective function D(θS ,R) is convex
in the set θS,k ≥ 0 and Rk ≥ 0 since it is the weighted sum
of convex functions f(θS,k, Rk). Function f(θS,k, Rk) can be
easily seen to be convex since it is the linear combination of an
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affine function and of the perspective function of 2−2Rk [14]2.
However, function D(θS ,R) is not continuously differentiable
at points with θS,k = 0 for any k.3

It is easily seen that the constraint set of function D(θS ,R)
is a polytope. Since the function is continuous over the
polytope, by Weierstrass’s Theorem[13], a global minimum
exists. Due to convexity, locally optimal points of function
D(θS ,R) are also globally optimal. Moreover, the constraints
are affine, and thus by Slater’s condition, strong duality
holds and optimal Lagrange multipliers exist for the dual
problem. Note that, this is true irrespective of the lack of
differentiability. To find locally optimal points, we can involve
the KKT conditions as being necessary and sufficient wherever
the function is continuously differentiable. In particular, any
point in the constraint set with θS > 0 (i.e., θS,k > 0 for all
k) that satisfies the KKT conditions is optimal. In Appendix
A-B, we show that, if (E,R) ∈ A1, where A1 = {(E,R)|E >
eK−1, R > rK−1}, then such a locally minimum point
exists and is given by θ∗S,k = 1 for 1 ≤ k ≤ K − 1,
θ∗S,K = min((E − eK−1)/(qKεS,K), 1) and R∗

k as in (5)
with m replaced by K for 1 ≤ k ≤ K . It is also shown
that, for E and R such that E > el and R ∈ (rl−1, rl]
for some 1 ≤ l ≤ K − 1, there exists points with θS > 0
that satisfies the KKT conditions. However, in this case, the
optimal R∗ is given by R∗

k as in (4) for 1 ≤ k ≤ l, and
R∗

k = 0 for l + 1 ≤ k ≤ K , therefore, as long as θ∗S,k = 1

for all 1 ≤ k ≤ l and
∑K

k=l+1 qkθ
∗
S,k ≤ E − el, the choice of

θ∗S,k for l + 1 ≤ k ≤ K is arbitrary. For all other choices of
(E,R), no point with θS > 0 satisfies the KKT conditions and
thus the optimal solution must have some sampling fractions
θ∗S,k equal to zero. It is not hard to see that, due to the
order imposed on the variances and sensing costs, in such
a case, θ∗S,K must be set to zero. Hence, we can conclude
that if (E,R) /∈ A1, then it is optimal to set θ∗S,K = 0 and
R∗

K = 0. The problem then reduces to the one studied above
but with only the first K − 1 classes of sources. Therefore,
an optimal solution of this problem can be obtained by again
solving the KKT conditions. By using the same reasoning as
above, an optimal solution is found only if (E,R) belongs to
A2 = {(E,R)|(E,R) /∈ A1, E > eK−2, and R > rK−2} or
E > el and R ∈ (rl−1, rl] for some 1 ≤ l ≤ K − 2. If such
conditions are not met, then the optimal solution must have
θ∗S,K = θ∗K−1 = 0 and R∗

K = R∗
K−1 = 0. The procedure

is repeated until a solution is found by solving the KKT
conditions. Note that, as mentioned, the optimal solution must
exist by Weierstrass’s theorem.

B. Solving the KKT Conditions

To find whether an optimal point exists with θS > 0, we
define the Lagrangian function

2Note that, in order to extend the convexity to the set θS,k ≥ 0 and
Rk ≥ 0, from the set θS,k > 0 and Rk ≥ 0 on which convexity is guaranteed
by the properties of the perspective function [14], we have used the continuity
of function f(θS,k , Rk) over the set θS,k ≥ 0 and Rk ≥ 0 as per definition
given in Section II-A.

3It can be seen that, even when redefining the first-order deriva-
tive of f(θS,k , Rk) at θS,k = 0 as being equal to the limit
limθS,k→0+ ∂f(θS,k, Rk)/∂θS,k , the derivative would still be discontin-
uous at Rk = 0. In fact, we have limθS,k→0+ ∂f(θS,k , Rk)/∂θS,k = 0

for Rk = 0 and limθS,k→0+ ∂f(θS,k , Rk)/∂θS,k = −1 for Rk > 0.

L1(θS ,R,μ,ν, α, β)

=

K∑
k=1

σ2
kqkf(θS,k, Rk) +

K∑
k=1

μk(θS,k − 1) +

K∑
k=1

νk(−Rk)

+ α

(
K∑

k=1

qkRk −R

)
+ β

(
K∑

k=1

θS,kqkεS,k − E

)
, (20)

and invoke the KKT conditions which are both necessary and
sufficient [13]. It follows that (θ∗

S ,R
∗) is an optimal point

with θS > 0, if and only if there exists Lagrange multiplier
vectors μ∗ ≥ 0, ν∗ ≥ 0 and multipliers α∗ ≥ 0, β∗ ≥ 0 such
that

∂L1

∂θS,k
=σ2

kqk

(
−1 + 2

− 2R∗
k

θ∗
S,k

(
1 +

(2 ln 2)R∗
k

θ∗S,k

))

+ μ∗
k + β∗qkε∗S,k = 0, k = 1, 2, ...,K, (21a)

∂L1

∂Rk
=− (2 ln 2)σ2

kqk2
− 2R∗

k
θ∗
S,k − ν∗k + α∗qk = 0,

k = 1, 2, ...,K, (21b)

μ∗
k(θ

∗
S,k − 1) = 0, ν∗k(−R∗

k) = 0, k = 1, ...,K, (22a)

α∗
(

K∑
k=1

qkR
∗
k −R

)
= 0, (22b)

and β∗
(

K∑
k=1

θ∗S,kqkεS,k − E

)
= 0 (22c)

are satisfied. It can be seen that we can find a solution only
in the following cases.

• Case 1: R∗ satisfies R∗
k > 0 for 1 ≤ k ≤ K while

θ∗
S satisfies θ∗S,k = 1 for 1 ≤ k ≤ K − 1 and

0 < θ∗S,K < 1. It is easily seen that for these to
hold, we need E > eK−1. By (22a), 0 < θ∗S,K < 1
implies μ∗

K = 0 and thus it follows from (21a) that
β∗ > 0. Then, by (22c),

∑K
k=1 θ

∗
S,kqkεS,k = E holds.

Therefore, for E <
∑K

i=1 qiεS,i, we have θ∗S,K =
(E − eK−1)/(qKεS,K). From (22a), ν∗k = 0 holds for
any k. Also, it follows from (21b) that α∗ > 0 and
R∗

k = (θ∗S,k/2) log2((2 ln 2)σ
2
k/α

∗) for 1≤ k ≤ K . By

(22b), α∗ > 0 implies
∑K

k=1 qkR
∗
k = R. Thus, we obtain

α∗ = (2 ln 2)2−2(R− 1
2

∑K
j=1 qjθ

∗
S,j log2 σ2

j )/
∑K

j=1 qjθ
∗
S,j and

R∗ as in (5) with m replaced by K . It is easily seen that
in order to have R∗

K > 0 we need R > rK−1. Hence,
there exists a valid solution in this case if and only if
eK−1 < E <

∑K
i=1 qiεS,i and R > rK−1.

• Case 2: For some 1 ≤ l ≤ K , R∗ satisfies R∗
k > 0 for

1 ≤ k ≤ l and R∗
k = 0 for l + 1 ≤ k ≤ K , while θ∗

S

satisfies θ∗S,k = 1 for 1 ≤ k ≤ l and 0 < θ∗S,k < 1
for l + 1 ≤ k ≤ K . For these conditions to hold,
E needs to satisfy E > el if 1 ≤ l ≤ K − 1 or
E ≥∑K

i=1 qiεS,i if l = K . Similar to Case 1, we obtain
α∗ = (2 ln 2)2−2(R− 1

2

∑l
j=1 qj log2 σ2

j )/(
∑l

j=1 qj) and R∗
k

as in (4) for 1 ≤ k ≤ l. If l ≤ K − 1, ν∗l+1 ≥ 0 implies
R ≤ rl. If l ≥ 2, R∗

l > 0 implies R > rl−1. Hence,
there exists a valid solution if and only if E > el and
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R ∈ (rl−1, rl] for 1 ≤ l ≤ K − 1 or E ≥ ∑K
i=1 qiεS,i

and R > rK−1.

We observe from the above analysis that only when (E,R)
belongs to A1 = {(E,R)|E > eK−1, R > rK−1}, there
exists a unique optimal solution to the KKT conditions with
θS > 0, which is given by θ∗S,k = 1 for 1 ≤ k ≤ K − 1,
θ∗S,K = min((E − eK−1)/(qKεS,K), 1) and R∗ as in (5)
with m replaced by K . For E and R such that E > el and
R ∈ (rl−1, rl] for some 1 ≤ l ≤ K − 1, there also exists
points with θS > 0 that satisfy the KKT conditions and at
these points the optimal rate allocation R∗ is given by R∗

k

as in (4) for 1 ≤ k ≤ l, and R∗
k = 0 for l + 1 ≤ k ≤ K .

Following the discussion in Appendix A-A, this concludes the
proof.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2

A. Overview of the Proof

Similar to function D(θS ,R) in Appendix A, it can be
shown that function D(θS ,P) is convex but not differentiable
at points with θS,k = 0 for any k. Moreover, to obtain optimal
points, we can invoke the KKT conditions as being necessary
and sufficient wherever function D(θS ,P) is continuously
differentiable. Therefore, as in Appendix A, any point in the
constraint set with θS > 0 that satisfies the KKT conditions
is optimal. It is shown in Appendix B-B that, if a minimum
point with θS > 0 exists, it has the structure that 0 < θ∗S,K ≤
... ≤ θ∗S,1 ≤ 1 and P ∗

k > 0 for 1 ≤ k ≤ K , with θ∗S,i = θ∗S,j
(1 ≤ i < j ≤ K) only when both are equal to 1. Instead, if
no point with θS > 0 satisfies the KKT conditions, similar
to Appendix A, we must have θ∗S,K = 0 and accordingly
P ∗
K = 0. The problem is then effectively reduced to the

one studied above but with only the first K − 1 classes of
source-channel pairs . Using the same reasoning as above, if
a minimum point with θ∗S,k > 0 for all 1 ≤ k ≤ K − 1 exists,
it must satisfy 0 < θ∗S,K−1 ≤ ... ≤ θ∗S,1 ≤ 1 and P ∗

k > 0
for 1 ≤ k ≤ K − 1; otherwise, we have θ∗S,K−1 = θ∗S,K = 0
and P ∗

K−1 = P ∗
K = 0. By repeating this procedure, we can

find the structure of any possible optimal solution as stated in
Proposition 2.

B. Solving the KKT Conditions

Similar to Appendix A-B, we can define a Lagrangian
function L2(θS ,P,μ,ν, β), with β being the Lagrangian
multiplier corresponding to the total energy constraint. From
the KKT conditions, it follows that (θ∗

S ,P
∗) is an optimal

point with θS > 0 if and only if there exists Lagrange
multiplier vectors μ∗ ≥ 0, ν∗ ≥ 0 and multiplier β∗ ≥ 0
such that

∂L2

∂θS,k
=

((
1 +

P ∗
k

Nk

)− 2τ
θ∗
S,k

[
1 +

2τ

θ∗S,k
ln

(
1 +

P ∗
k

Nk

)]
− 1

)

σ2
kqk + μ∗

k + β∗qkεS,k = 0, k = 1, 2, ..., K, (23a)

∂L2

∂Pk
=σ2

kqk

(
− 2τ

Nk

(
1 +

P ∗
k

Nk

)− 2τ
θ∗
S,k

−1
)

− ν∗
k

+ β∗τqk = 0, k = 1, 2, ..., K, (23b)

μ∗
k(θ

∗
S,k − 1) = 0, ν∗

k(−P ∗
k ) = 0, k = 1, ..., K, (24a)

and β∗
(

K∑
k=1

qk(θ
∗
S,kεS,k + P ∗

k )−B

)
= 0 (24b)

are satisfied. Given the joint energy constraint, if any optimal
point with θS > 0 exists, it is easily seen that it must satisfy
Pk > 0 for 1 ≤ k ≤ K .

We now show that any (θS ,P), with 0 < θS,i ≤ θS,j < 1
for some i, j satisfying 1 ≤ i < j ≤ K , can be ruled out as
an optimal solution. In this case, 0 < θS,i ≤ θS,j < 1 yields
μi = μj = 0. Moreover, from (23a) and σ2

i /εS,i > σ2
j /εS,j,

it follows that (1 + Pi/Ni)
2τ/θS,i < (1 + Pj/Nj)

2τ/θS,j , or
ln(1 + Pi/Ni)/ ln(1 + Pj/Nj) < θS,i/θS,j. Also, by (24a),
Pi > 0 and Pj > 0 imply νi = νj = 0. From (23b) and
σ2
i /Ni > σ2

j /Nj , it follows that (1 + Pi/Ni)
2τ/θS,i+1 >

(1 + Pj/Nj)
2τ/θS,j+1, or ln(1 + Pi/Ni)/ ln(1 + Pj/Nj) >

(1 + 2τ/θS,j)/(1 + 2τ/θS,i). If θS,i ≤ θS,j , then (1 +
2τ/θS,j)/(1 + 2τ/θS,i) ≥ θS,i/θS,j . Hence, we have a con-
tradiction. Similarly, the case of (θS ,P) with 0 < θS,i < 1,
θS,j = 1 for some i, j satisfying 1 ≤ i < j ≤ K , can also
be ruled out. Hence, any optimal point with θS > 0 has the
following structure: P∗ satisfies P ∗

k > 0 for all 1 ≤ k ≤ K ,
while θ∗

S satisfies 0 < θ∗S,K ≤ ...θ∗S,2 ≤ θ∗S,1 ≤ 1 with
θ∗S,i = θ∗S,j for some i �= j only when both are 1. Following
the discussion in Appendix B-A, this concludes the proof.

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3

Using the KKT conditions in (23)-(24), we can derive a
closed-form solution for the special case when the optimal
solution satisfies θ∗S,k = 1 for all 1 ≤ k ≤ K . By Proposition
2, it follows that in any such solution, P ∗

k > 0 for 1 ≤ k ≤ K .
By (24a), ν∗k = 0 holds for any k. It follows from (23b) that
β∗ > 0 and P ∗

k = β− 1
2τ+1 (2σ2

kN
2τ
k )

1
2τ+1−Nk for 1 ≤ k ≤ K .

Also, (24b) yields
∑K

k=1 qk(εS,k + τP ∗
k ) = B. Therefore, we

get

β∗ =

(
τ
∑K

k=1 qk(2σ
2
kN

2τ
k )

1
2τ+1

B −∑K
k=1 qk(εS,k − τNk)

)2τ+1

, (25)

and P ∗
k as in (19) for 1 ≤ k ≤ K . Note that μ∗

k ≥ 0 needs to
hold for any k. With parameters ordered, it can be seen that
for these conditions to hold, it is sufficient to have μ∗

K ≥ 0,
i.e.,

β∗ ≤ σ2
K

εS,K

(
1−

(
1 +

P ∗
K

NK

)−2τ [
1 + 2τ ln

(
1 +

P ∗
K

NK

)])
.

(26)
Hence, this solution is valid if and only if B ≥ b̄ where b̄ is
as defined in Section IV and is the value of B when (26) is
met with equality. This concludes the proof.
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